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How do we address the challenges faced by test and evaluation (T&E) organizations in
the current operating environment?

 Acquisition program decisions are complex
 Acquisition programs are expensive
 Uncertainty and delays are major issues
 Increasing pressure on T&E performance and metrics

Our Solution

Traditional
Project
Management
Methods

Predictive
Modeling &
Simulation
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Enhanced
Insights

What is predictive modeling and simulation (PM&S) and how is it used?

Process
Model &
Simulation

Observable Changes

• Cycle Time
• Resource Utilization
• Processing Cost

Example
Model
Factors

Efficiency

Resources

Time

Increased Effectiveness
and Efficiency of
Operations

Volume

Predictive modeling and simulation can help organizations understand their complex
processes and the impact of change to make informed decisions.
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What is Deloitte’s approach to PM&S?
PM&S is a structured approach that facilitates understanding and analysis across multiple dimensions to provide insight
into the processes that support how an organization does business.

Deloitte takes a multi-step approach to model and simulate processes:

Establish Goals
•Define Project
Scope
•Define Project
Metrics

Gather Data
•Review and
Collect Existing
Processes and
Data
•Capture Risk
Information and
Constraints

Create Model

Simulate Model

Implement Change

•Establish Key
Performance
Metrics

•Simulate As-Is
and Capture
Baseline

•Provide
suggestions
from analysis

•Build Model

•Design “WhatIf” Scenarios

•Knowledge
Transfer

•Verify and
Validate Model

•Conduct
Interviews/
Facilitate
Workshops
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•Simulate and
Analyze “Whatif” Alternatives

What modeling and simulation tools do we use?
PM&S Tools
Deloitte is vendor agnostic and utilizes a variety of
business process management tools. These
tools enable our process improvement teams to
perform modeling and simulation beyond basic
process mapping and design functionality.

Mapping

The tool that we leveraged has the following
capabilities:
• NMCI-approved COTS (commercial off-theshelf) tool

Simulation

 Offers process mapping and simulation
functionality
 Supports Lean Six Sigma methods and the
DMAIC lifecycle

Analysis

 Combines swim-lane process mapping, Design
of Experiments (DOE) and integration with
statistical analysis software
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How do we develop models for our complex T&E clients?
Deloitte created a dynamic process model that simulates the test execution process to provide insight into the impact of
multiple variables on test schedules.
Planning & Scheduling

Cancelations

Test Execution & Efficiencies

Completion

Predictive Modeling & Simulation Model
Outputs

Inputs

Analysis and
prediction:
• Impacts to schedule
• Resource capacity
• Schedule sensitivity
analysis
Management Tools:
• Decision support
• What-if scenarios
• Resource allocation

Program
Characteristics:
• Planned projects
• Planned / baseline
schedule
• Schedule
constraints
• Resource
availability

Model Delivers
• Analyses based on customized, demonstrated workflows and
process models
• Actionable execution metrics
• Data-driven predictive analysis of program schedules
• Decision support for improved test program management

Representative Data
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How can we use PM&S to better understand performance-to-plan?
Model results are combined with metrics data to better understand actual and projected performance to plan.

Representative Data
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How do we use “what if” scenarios to simulate impacts to schedule?
Once the baseline prediction is established, several “what-if” scenarios are developed and simulated to understand how
changes in workload and resources will impact the schedule.

Scenarios can include additional or reduced resources, workload fluctuations, or event prioritization.

Representative Data
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How is PM&S used in conjunction with traditional project management methods?
To complement the model output and analysis, Deloitte provides project management support developing reports to better
facilitate performance tracking and short and long-range planning and execution.

Planning
•
•
•

Planning and Predicting Gantt
Resource Loads
iTest-compatible Inputs

Forecasting
•
•
•

Short-Range Burn-Up Charts
Long-Range Burn-Up Charts
Team and Project-Specific
Burn-Up Charts

Issue & Metric Tracking
•
•
•

Flight hour allocation
Flight hour trends
Prediction Driver Report

Representative Data
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How do our clients benefit from PM&S?
PM&S helps prepare clients for environmental changes, so they may continue to meet mission demands and maintain
sustainable operations.

Modeling, simulation and resulting analysis can help clients realize the following benefits:

Provide data to support process and program improvement decisions, rather than “gut feel”
decision-making

Predict the impact of potential approaches to solving organizational problems before the
costly expenditure of implementation

Provide insight into effective use of resources; helping identify root causes of delays and
inefficiencies

With PM&S, organizations can identify drivers of schedule delays and production inefficiencies
and develop informed, data driven insights that increase the likelihood that high-value T&E
programs execute on-plan.
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Questions?

This publication contains general information only and Deloitte is not, by means of this publication, rendering accounting,
business, financial, investment, legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such
professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any decision or action that may affect your business.
Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your business, you should consult a qualified professional
advisor. Deloitte shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this publication.
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